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2017 POLARIS SLINGSHOT
Anthony Sovinsky × Vaughn Lowery

Y
zero seven

ou’ve been working all winter for a
chance to display the fruits of your labor
during the hottest time of the year –
summer! What better way to stunt than in
a new 2017 Polaris Slingshot SLR on a sunny
California day. Sure, a motobike is a great
option, but if you don’t possess a motorcycle
license and/or the skills to drive one,
it can be a very daunting process. Problem
solved – the Slingshot slightly encompasses
the aesthetics of a motorcycle with less red
tape (in the state of California) because it
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can be operated with a basic driver’s license
(search licensing requirements in your state
here and/or contact your local law enforcement
agency for details).
What exactly is the Slingshot?
It’s a three-wheeled car, delivering an emotion
which can’t be evoked by any car or motorcycle
– it’s in a league of its own. In the rear, its
opened frame sits on one 20” 305mm wide
rear Kenda Tire attached to an enormous
swing arm which rides on a color matching

We recommend wearing protective
headwear; or at minimum, rock some shades
alongside of a folded bandana wrapped
around the forehead. Moreover, you should
use tons of sunscreen to combat harsh
UV rays. Lastly, if it rains, don’t fret because
the interior is completely waterproof with small
openings in the floor to release access water.
The SLR comes in 2 distinct colors, Orange
Madness and Turbo Silver, both showcasing
eye-catching full body graphics.
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coilover. Up front, they’re two 18” wheels
attached to two forged aluminum control arms,
making it 77.2 inches wide and creating a longer
wheelbase than a Lamborghini Huracan.
With 0-60 MPH in 5.3 seconds, the SLR
is propelled by a 173HP 2.4L DOCH 4-cylinder
engine with a 5-speed manual transmission
(approximately 1762lbs with 163LB-FT
torque). The vehicle is light enough for
quick acceleration and maneuverability.
Even with a passenger, there’s an occasional
sideways take off with an aggressive 1st
to 2nd gear shift alongside of a slight burnout.
On the other hand, the breaking
and suspension is soft so allow yourself
a few hours to adjust. And, if you decide
to travel on an interstate highway with
trucks, the short windguard isn’t enough
to protect your face against rocks and
debris.
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h e 2 017 Pola r is S lingshot S L R
is undoubtedly one of a kind, giving
you an unmatched driving experience
with the thrill of a motorcycle but the drivability
of a mini roadster (or a convertible Mazda
Miata). At around $28,499 USD, the SLR
is an attractive choice for this summer’s
automotive toy to share with both your
friends and family.

www.polaris.com/en-us/slingshot/slingshot-slr

zero nine

For late night excursions, SLR has an ambient
interior LED lighting kit (toggles between
white or blue) to add some visibility inside
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the cockpit. This sporty trimobile also
features a premium Rockford Fosgate
speaker system which drowns out most
engine noise while also allowing bystanders
to enjoy your music taste levels.
The 4.3-inch screen display shows media
that’s currently being played and back up
display automatically turns on when vehicle
goes into reverse, remedying tons of blind
spots. In addition, the infotainment system
comes with Bluetooth capability for both
audio/smartphone coupled with USB
connectivity which can be retrieved from
inside glove compartment.

ten

The interior contains two race-inspired bucket
seats with 3-point harness and Sparco touch
points that include the steering wheel, shift
knob as well pedal covers. Ergonomic seats
and adjustable steering wheel allow you
to create an optimal driving experience.
Also, comes standard with locked key storage
cabinets behind both seats for your helmet
(wearing protective headgear is optional
within the state of California) and/or small
cargo (light jacket, a bag of groceries, etc.).
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Shot: @catherineasanov
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TRACK DAY WITH LIFERUSH ADVENTURES
By Anthony Sovinsky + Vaughn Lowery

seventeen

Whether we are attempting to climb
the highest mountain or land our dream job,
the thrill of doing something we haven’t done
before creates a spark and meaning in our lives.
For some of us this becomes a constant journey
of discovering the next big thrill or adventure
to add to the list of successes. Whether it be
a bucket list item or just a childhood aspiration.
LifeRush Adventures is a society striving
to deliver outdoor adventures that appeal
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to the adrenal glands. Recently, we received
the pleasure of accompanying them on a trip
to the world renowned Mazda Raceway
(aka Laguna Seca).
This course has been in operation for over 40+
years and has hosted some of the greatest races
of all time. In 2008, Mazda Raceway was home to
the Redbull U.S. Grand Prix where Valentino Rossi
(multiple MotoGP World Championships)
overtakes Casey Stoner in The Corkscrew
(one of the hardest turns in motor racing in which
you hit a blind cress into a three-story drop with
a unique left-right combination) to win the race.
It was Rossi’s first win in America; and he kisses
The Corkscrew in front of 150,000 spectators.

L

ifeRush Adventures in collaboration with
Fast Toys, Inc. makes these spectacular track
events possible. Every month they take
a different track and list an exotic car to commission
(Lamborghini Huracan, Porsche 911, Audi R8, etc.)
for your driving pleasure. Or, if you own a sports
car, you can track it at $359/day. Moreover,
they possess excellent team building/corporate
packages, beginning at $3,000 (includes one
supercar plus six laps around the track per person).
At Mazda Raceway, we were offered a 2017

Corvette Z06. In the morning, we started out
with an instructional meeting on how to navigate
the track: how and when to pass vehicles;
the distinction of flags used; additional safety
measures and the proper way ‘to hit the apex.’
Moments after, we paired up with a coach (or ride
along instructor), we strapped on our helmets
and fastened our passenger seat belts. If you’re
a confident driver just hop in the driver’s seat.

eighteen

H

umans are unique in their ability
to overcome the unimaginable. We are
forced to explore the unknown - to push
our physical and mental limits. Brave people
have taken chances and it has shaped
our universe for the better.

LifeRushAdventures.com
MAGAZINE
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LifeRush Adventures also offers an array of spontaneous activities:
helicopter tours, costal exotic car drives, paddle boarding and flyboarding.

20

@ariana252525
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Production – Grid Productions and Bryan Franklin
Creative Director - Kylie McDonald
Photographer – Jones Crow
Hair – Michael Solis
Stylist – Hasan Dirto
Makeup – Cynthia Rivas
Videographer – Darrel D’Itri
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2017
RANGE

ROVER
EVOQUE

CONVERTIBLE
By Benjamin Reese × Vaughn Lowery

T

here’s no question that the Land Rover
is a hallmark manufacturer synonymous with
traversing over the Earth’s most spartan deserts,
tundras, jungles, badlands, city streets and/or country
backroads with grace and elegance. The brand best
known for building competent off-road luxury SUV’s
with tremendous success is testing their hand
in the cabriolet SUV segment with the new 2017
Range Rover Evoque Convertible. Birthed with the
history and pedigree to back up its performance
capability plus nothing but evocative styling to come
across the eye - looks like they got a winner
on their hands.
This Range Rover takes a pretty healthy punch
of accolades as standard; and jeez, do they ‘swing
for the fences’ - an electronic rear differential, active
torque biasing system, AWD with an active driveline
and an all-terrain response system for sand, snow,
gravel or mud situations. In the toughest of situations,
watching over the mechanical hardware’s every move
are active electronic systems which control everything
from brakeforce distribution, torque vectoring,
hill descent, stability control and roll. Essentially,
it possesses the goods to overcome a majority
of previously thought impossible scenarios.
The Range Rover Evoque Convertible has a strong
hunkered down stance over the road. The yulong
white color scheme looked fit for a Stormtrooper
(Star Wars); and retracting the roof (acoustic insulated
top folds flush in just 18 seconds at speeds of up to 29mph)
will win the “wo/man of the show” award, which
we won while stuck in Hollywood traffic.
Leisurely cruising around in a convertible SUV was as
blissful as it sounds, but this Range Rover aggressively
moves for it’s size with frisky acceleration sprints.
Hat’s off to a very dynamic 240hp turbocharged
engine mated to a 9-speed automatic transmission
which brilliantly disguises overall body mass. Darting
around Los Angeles in the Evoque is no different than
whipping around in a BMW 3 Series.
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Boosting overall stimulation inside the cockpit is
a 660 watt Meridian Audio system with full Bluetooth
connectivity and navigation system. The Evoque
is a moving off-road lounge with configurable ambient
interior lighting to set the mood on your expedition.
We found our comfort levels equal with the top up
or down thanks to dual zone climate control systems
and milky oxford leather seats.

www.landroverusa.com
MAGAZINE
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For just under 60K, the 2017 Range Rover Evoque
Convertible mimics the driving feel of both the
Hummer H1 and BMW 3 Series - it’s quite magical.
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www.reishaperlmutter.com

In my most recent series, I focused on women
and water. Water and light move through these
images, blurring the separation between physical
structure and nature. This ambiguity allows for
a deep connectedness to our senses and an
awareness of our figures beyond superficiality.

thirty-one

I am profoundly attracted to the organic nature
of oil paint; the way it bleeds, glows, moves and
exists. It’s an incredible medium to describe such
instinctive imagery. I am equally drawn to its
imperfections, and its simultaneous ability
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to survive as both a painted gesture or mark
as well as a palpable experience.
I specifically have chosen to work with
feminine imagery in order to speak directly
to the relationship women have with our anatomy
and how we prefer to define ideals of femininity.
Water holds us entirely in peace and allows us to
regress to an intimacy with our frames.
By avoiding the inclusion of cultural signifiers
and clothing, the primal relationship between
consistency and nature surfaces. Understanding
our physiques and our femininity becomes
a chronicle of our own; an inner quest to connect
with ourselves.”

thirty-two

“My work is about how we refer to our bodies
and the natural world in which they exist.
Organic imagery and abstract memories from
my adolescence as well as being raised near
the ocean intensify my art.
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By Tiandra Black,
Krishan Narsinghani
× Vaughn Lowery
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Deriving from their all-girl ensemble Cherri Bomb,
Lovelis explains how she, Nia and Miranda parted
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ways with the past and fabricated a new identity with
Hey Violet along with the addition of Casey Moreta
and Iain Shipp. “[I] Wouldn’t call it so much of a
transition as to more of a hard reset. It’s definitely two
different bands in our minds. Let’s change the band
name first of all - we want to go in a different
direction. We met Casey through a ‘friend of a friend’
that was playing around the Orange County/LA area
and then we got Iain in the band, which was the icing
on top. It’s a new era of our sound.” This shared vision
steered the band towards a new vibe of music, “You
have this common goal you are all reaching towards,”
vocalizes Lovelis. Emphasizing the importance of that
mindset for teens wanting to start a group of their
own she asserts, “Find the right members who are on
the same track or goal path, long-term and short-term.
Find a great support system that’s going to back you
100% but tell you when you sucked on stage and what
you can do to get better.”

I

n the summer of 2015, Hey Violet debuted their first
EP, I Can Feel It. Fast forward one year, they shed
their second EP Brand New Moves, and their single,
“Guys My Age” amasses over 46 million streams and
takes over the radio with a fresh pop aesthetic. Hey
Violet was nominated for a 2017 iHeart Radio Music
Award for “Best Underground Alternative Band”
and been dubbed an “Artist Primed For A Breakout
in 2017” by Billboard and a “2017 Artist To Watch” by
The Guardian, PopCrush, and more. In the past year,
the five-piece has proven the power of their immaculately
crafted alt-pop. Their most recent track, “Break
My Heart” was included on Spotify’s “New Music
Friday Playlist” and has racked up over ten million
combined streams. With the June release of From
The Outside, their first studio album, Lovelis implies
growing up and getting comfortable within the industry
and maturing as musicians has helped their sound to
evolve. “It’s the emphasis on different systems we use.
Compared to the I Can Feel It EP that we put out 2-3
years ago, you hear the difference sonically and visually.

We have changed a lot and are super proud of the
album.”
Lovelis acknowledges how the sound of this album
unchains the band’s personality as individuals, “We
have a hands-on approach in the way we present our
lyrics. It shows more of our moody, low, groovy songs
that fits with our personalities. Then we also have our
more goofy songs like ‘Fuqboi’ and ‘This Is Me Breaking Up
With You,’ which is a throwback to our original sound.
It goes with how our personalities are a little up or
a little down, which we can all relate to.”
As of late, Hey Violet premiered the video for their
new single “Hoodie,” which was directed by Jessie Hill
and filmed in Hollywood. Lovelis says, “This video
is visually completely different from our other music
videos so far. We wanted to give it an air of indie
movie vibe and used projections to symbolize the
memories and show the loneliness conveyed through
the lyrics.”
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W

ith pride month recently celebrated around
the world, empowerment for gender equality is far more potent than ever. Los Angeles-based band Hey Violet embodies this philosophy
within their music - fueled by self-expression and loads
of positive energy. An emerging sound which has propelled the band into a entirely different stratosphere
as evidenced in their critically acclaimed debut album
From The Outside. The album hit #1 on the iTunes Pop
Chart and was co-written by its members and produced
by Julian Bunetta. Fuchsia-haired frontwoman Rena
Lovelis joins her sister Nia Lovelis (drums) and fellow
bandmates Miranda Miller (keys/vocals), Casey
Moreta (lead guitar) and Iain Shipp (bass) in turning
out hook-driven records that are catchy yet
emotionally intense.
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ne may wonder how 19yro Lovelis stays
grounded while performing sold-out
shows to screaming fans around the
world - she says, “It’s very easy to be sucked
into this lifestyle. You need to remember you
are just a human. You are doing what you love
and everyone should do what they love. Fans
see you as this person that they can put on
a pedestal, which is great and all. If you are
putting yourself on this pedestal, no one’s
going to f*ck with that. No one wants a person
that’s like, ‘I’m the best thing ever.’ It really
depends on the people around you and how
you speak to yourself, love yourself and support
yourself but don’t get such a big head about
it. It’s about a good support system, family,
friends and team.” Recently, they wrapped a
sold-out North American tour and will head
overseas for additional dates this summer.

In their leisure, Lovelis and members from Hey Violet also volunteer at local animal foundations
as well as lend their support to charities for individuals seeking to pursue art but can’t afford it.

thirty-seven
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Andrew

LEO/49yro/Creative Director at And Company

W

e had an opportunity to chat with Andrew
about his (lit) Instagram and what inspired
most of his photos.

for more awesomeness
@andrewcirving

“I love photography, and some of my favorite
photographers are Mert + Marcus, Harry Benson, Herb
Ritts, Steven Klein, and Jason Bell (who I worked with
on the ad campaign for “The Crown” on Netflix).

As a creative director for entertainment advertising,
I’ve directed over 100 photo shoots with people ranging from Al Pacino, Missy Elliot, Drew Barrymore, Zendaya, Taye Diggs, and Helen Mirren.
I shoot everything on my iPhone–it’s always there, easy
to use, and takes pretty good pictures. I use VSCO app
for editing; it’s a free app that pro photographers use,
and has filters that are more subtle than the ones
on Instagram.

forty

ANDREW CAREY IRVING

Why do I take so many pics of myself? When inspiration
strikes, I need a model that is right there, is patient,
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does what I say, is kinda cute,
and doesn’t charge me for their time. So that’s me!
I’ll set up the shot, place my iPhone on whatever’s
handy–an old Starbucks cup, the base of a street sign,
a window ledge–set the timer for 10 seconds, and…bam!
Clothing-wise, I’m inspired by the understated
elegance of Helmut Lang, clean lines of Alexander
Wang, sporty comfort of Zanerobe, and the accessibility
of Target. I try to feature my shoes in my pics, since

Next projects: a book on everything I’ve learned directing photo shoots, and a photo exhibition on androgynous guys in NYC–their beauty, style and courage
intrigues me and I want to explore their world and help
give them a voice.”

Irving
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I am a sneaker head: I have over 100 pairs of sneakers
from Adidas to Louboutin to Zara so I can coordinate
my shoes with whatever I’m wearing.

MAGAZINE

for more awesomeness
@andrewcirving
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Photo by: Tania Bustillos

Creative Director by day, Art Director by night,
Graphic Designer by love.
A Creative/Art Director born in El Paso, Texas
and raised in Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua. Fortified
with a fusion of cultures alongside of a passion for
skateboarding, music, cartoons and graphics,
he channels his above desires to blow away monotony,
classism, violence and the absence of art to do what
he enjoys most - create!
Most of his education was received in Mexico until
he graduated from high school. Upon completion,
he decided to attend the University of Texas at El Paso
(UTEP) for a degree in engineering. Bored with the

field’s tedious repetition, he pursued a Bachelors
of Fine Arts (BFA), majoring in graphic design
with a minor in printmaking. After several months
of unsuccessful job procurement in Dallas (TX),
he welcomed an opportunity from both a local newspaper
and Hispanic advertising agency.
To date, Edwin has worked at various agencies within
the metropolitan area: Legion Advertising, Dieste,
Cultur8, Tracy Locke and Fury Fellowship. Some of his
notable clientele include: Heineken, Tecate, Samsung,
Pizza Hut, 7-Eleven, Bimbo, Marinela, Barcel, and Takis.
As of late, he’s ecstatic to be working in tandem with
360 MAGAZINE in a partnership to develop a smart
new look for their volumes to come.
www.winithekid.com
IG: @winithekid
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Edwin De León
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Talent: @bellosanchez
Pub: @360magazine
Photo: @catherineasanov
Designer: @byjasonryan
Editorial Dir: @vaughnlowery
Dog: @olafthehusky
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Dion Hickles
fifty-three

Dion Hickles is a knowledgeable and professional Real Estate
Broker with Re/Max Premier in the Chicagoland area focused
on service and understanding the client’s needs first. Dion has
provided his expertise on real estate programs totaling over
$8.8B and with his focus on client service, he can be your
trusted advocate on real property transactions. He focuses on
not only the real estate, but also how that real estate can be
used to be a wonderful residential home or commercial office
whether renting, selling or buying. From his experience, he
can help you decide the best option for your real estate goals
and needs. Dion received a B.S. in Civil Engineering from the
University of Wisconsin in 2005 and earned an M.S. in Real
Estate from Roosevelt University in 2015.
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E: dion.hickles@remax.net
P: 312-343-2639
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Hard wurk
is a
requirement
applicable
to all
aspects of
daily life;
we are
wurking
hard
to make
Hard Wurk
cool again,
one soul
at a time.
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www.themadbrand.net

Heir n Heiress

www.heirnheiress.com

www.snakesanddaggersapparel.com

“An independent label inspired by old school tattoo culture.”
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TRANSFORM YOUR DESTINY.
ROLLS-ROYCE BLACK BADGE
IS THE BOLDEST EXPRESSION,

FOR THOSE WHO WILL NEVER CONFORM.

